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THE AMERICA* PROBLEM ^LAY IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Foreword
"When the intellectual muscle and moral nerve of the critics
has been developed in the struggle with modern problem clays, the
pettish luxur iousness of the clever ones, and the sulky sense of
disadvantaged weakness in the sentimental ones, will clear away;
and it will be seen that only in the problem olay is there any
real drama because drama is no Tiere setting up of the camera to
nature; it is the oresentation in parable of the conflict between
Man's will and his environment; in word, of problem. *
— G. Bernard Shaw
Such a declaration r°garding the Problem Play by one of the
great dramatists the world has produced fittingly ser/es as an
inspiration for such effort as I have assumed in the oreoaration
of this thesis.
The importance of the Problem Play is now universally recog-
nized. Conceived by the realists ana guided along its stormy way
by Ibsen and Tolstoy, the modern Problem Dlay is now associated
with such famous names as Galsworthy, Shaw, Gorki, Hauptmann,
Sudermann, Strindberg, Turgenev, Andreyev, Hervieu, Brieux, and
O'Neill
.
"The twentieth century has no patience with didactic
literature." "Art should exist for Art's sake." We hear expres-
sions like these on every hand, but in spite of them, a certain
significant fa?t remains,—at no time in its history has the
i. G. B. Shaw—Author's Aoology for Mrs. Warren's Profession p. 45

Problem Play flourished as today. One proof lies in the fact that
every one of the above-mentioned dramatists, concededly the greatest
in their respective countries today, has written Problem Plays. A
line of endeavor important enough to enlist the service of such men
as these cannot be an unworthy undertaking. The very fact of their
identification with "his tyoe of olay gives it an overwhelming
importance
.
The Problem Play is not a product of the twentieth century.
It has existed as long as there has been any drama worthy of the
name. Naturally the substance and sometimes the form has changed
with each rising civilization which fostered it and with the
di: "erent problems encountered by different oeooles.
Where there is a civilization there are bound to be problems
of a social nature, and where there" are problems there are usually
a few people at least who consider it a duty to awaken the lethar-
gic mass of their fellow men to an appreciation of the responsi-
bility of the situation or to mice an alreaay aroused public
opinion in the right direction. Of many modes employed, the Problem
Play has served as one.
3. STA TETENT OF "^HE °R03LE!J
This thesis is an attempt to find in the American Drama of
+
-he eighteenth century the roots of the Problem Play in America
and to trace its growth as far as the nineteenth century, creating
a Problem Play classification as far as it lies within my oower
to r^ach the plays. An effort will be made to relate them to the
social, oolitical, and economic problems which gave them birth.

3.
It is not the ourrsose of this thesis to enumerate the re-
sults of the Problem Plays here treated except in a casual way.
Certain obvious results have been attained in some instances a.s
illustrates by Galsworthy's "Justice," which checked an English
prison policy, and Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
which helped to check a great slavery evil. In these the appeal
was made to society as a unit. 3ut in the great majority of cases
the appeal is made to the individual and through him to society,
as in "The Truth" by Clyde Fitch, and "Damaged Goods" by Brieux.
In these latter the means is indirect, and certainly it is no
new experience to find difficulty in ascertaining ultimate re-
sults arrived at by indirect means.
I have included olays written by Americans on American sub-
jects regardless of whether or not they have ever been produced.
I have also included the works of Playwrights who were born
abroad but who became identified with the American stage and whose
work has taken its ~lace in the Progress of our dra,ma..
C. DEFINITION
This leads us to the inouiry "7/hat is a Problem Play?"
In The Oxford English Dicticnary we find the following
definitions "The -roblem drama is, after all, earnesx dra^a."
"A oroblem clay,... a niece supposed to orove some Particular
rooosition . "^
Another suggestion of an explanation or definition of the
tyoe is "Problem Play (late nineteenth century) is perhaps a
LOxford English Die tionary- -Volume VI l—Part II—Pa^re 1404
(c
translation of French piece a these or vice-versa". 1 This is
certainly a meagre descriot ion
.
The word 'problem' is from the Greek derivative problema
meaning "anything thrown forward." Pro means forward and blema
means a casting:.
2
A oroblem according to the Encyclopaedic Dictionary is "a
ouestion proposed for solution, a matter nut forward or stated
for examination or oroof, a Question involving doubt, uncertain-
ty, or difficulty". 3
In the absence of any definition other than the above
sugs-est icns , I have ventured t o submit the following:- A Problem
Play is one calculated to forcefully ore.-ent the controversies
of the period of its production or of all time. Usually highly
emotioned in theme, it seeks by demonstration to impress af-
firmatively uoon the ^ublic mind the virtues and vices of a dispute
concerning which the oeoole are aroused. In the absence of dis-
pute, it seeks to auioken the public conscience to a realization
of duty or rectitude to which the people have become apathetic.
The oroblem ^resented may be one of the age as Ibsen's "The
Doll's House", or it may be one of the apces as Andreyev's "Life
of ?>Tan"
,
a oroblem which man has attempted to solve since the
beginning of time—the oersonality and character of a Supreme
Being.
The Problem Play is stamped with its Purpose, whether
didactically expressed or gracefully incorporated as a. cart of
the story. This ' "uroose' theme guides us through a maze of
names used by different writers when referring to it, --thesis
Ernest Weekley-Etymolog-ical Dictionary of l.'odern English-p. 1151
2 & 3. The Inoyclopaedic Dictionary—Vol. Y—Part II—Page 567
r
5.
olay, drama of ideas, theme play, olay with a ouroose, philo-
sophical drama, oroblem-oiece , etc. The word 'Problem Pl-y 1
and these names are loosely regarded as synonymous. But a curs-
ory examination of olays bearing these and kindred names demon-
strates that many are without the prerequisite of a Problem Play,
namely, real ouroose.
The writers of some olays have frankly avowed their ouroose,
as is illustrated by this declaration by Eugene Brieux:
"I have wished that the amount of suffering in the world
misrht be diminished a little because I have lived. I have the
sreat satisfaction to have accomolished it, ana I know that two
of my olays, "Les Remolacants" (The Substitutes) and "Les
Avaries" (Damaged Ooods), have heloed to sqve the lives of some
and to make the lives of others less burdensome. I crave no
credit for it. I have a^ted according to my instincts. I could
not have done other than I did. I was born with the soul of the
aoostle—again let me sav I have no vanity in this, I did not
make myself—but the Bight of suffering in others has always
been unbearable to me.
"I wish, through the theatre, not only to make oeoole
think, to modify habits and facts, but still more to bring about
laws which aooear to me desira.ble . "1
To this ouroose of Brieux' s Shaw adds an interesting comment
Mr. Brieux would not deny the claims of the ouloit and
tract, but he would claim an equal right for the stage to treat
such subjects, if not a suoerior right, because it is of greater
L. Eugrene Brieux—From a Forewora to "Plays by Eugene Brieux"
edited by ?. V. Thomas--Page V
cC
use for propaganda work, the audience being appealed to being
numerically greater and (what is more important) out of the reach
of ouloit and ^amohlet. The oublic that will not go to church and
will not take the trouble to read will go to the theater. "1
I feel it appropriate to include here the purpose of one of
our own American dramatists, Steele Mackaye, in writing his "Paul
Kauvar", the nremiere of which took place in Buffalo, May 30, 1837.
His explanation is a trifle long- winded but interesting.
H For many years I had devoted myself to the mechanical as
well as the artistic side of the theater in the hooe that by
improving stase mechanism I might helo to develop that artistic
ensemble essential to high art results in the theater. I made
numerous inventions and designed and built several theaters.
"I was almost daily in contact with laborers and mechanics
of every kind. This contact stirred in me a, deep and sincere
sympathy with these classes of men. I was led to realize the
greatness of the obligation under which the whole world is )laced
by the industry, ability, and devotion to duty which characterizes
by f^r the larger ^ortion of the working classes.
"Through relations intimate and confidential I learned that
certain foreign ideas, the natural outerowth of poverty and
despotism in the Old World—were insinuating themselves into the
hearts and minds of American laborers to an extent perilous to
their own orosoerity and to the very life of the reoublic.
"In this country, oolitical corruption and the gras ing
soirit of coroorations are constantly affording the demagogue or?-
IT. "Plays by Eu:;ene 3rieux" edited by ?. V. Thomas—?. 108
3. Montrose ""oses—Representative Plays by American Dramatists
Volume I I—P. 237
fc
the dreamer the oooortunity to preach the destruction of civil
order with great plau.sibil.ity, giving scope to reckless theorists
who have so often in the world's history baffled the endeavors
of rational and patient liberalists of their day.
"This excited in me a desire to do wha.t little I could as a
dramatist to counteract what seemed to me ooisonous influences
of these hidden forces; to write a clay which might throw some
light on the sroal of destruction to which these influences in-
evitably lead, whenever the a?ita.tion between capital and labor
accents the leadershio of anarchism.
"The time chosen for my olay was the Reign of Terror in
France 1793-94, during which time the noble fruits of the Revo-
lution came near to annihilation through the suoremacy for a
short time of anarchical men who in the name of liberty, invoked
the tyranny of terror.
By an interolay of these tyoes, I sought to emohasize what
is truly heroic in the struggle which must ensue in all times be-
tween men and classes possessed of differing ideas. Especially
it is the nuroose of my clay to remind the American masses, by
the history of the oast, not to assist foreign influences to re-
neat that history on this continent in the future."!
D. SELECTION OF MATERIAL
In grooing about for such Problem Plays as may have been
written or oroduced during the eighteenth century, one cannot
fail to recognize the difficulties connected with such a task.
We encounter our first obstacle when we endeavor to reach the
clays to read.
1. Montrose Moses—Reoresentat ive Plays by American Dramatist's
Volume II—P.237

There are reasons for this difficulty. First, the printing
of olays for oublic reading was not widespread because of the
lack of proper copyright laws. A playwright's work could be
stolen and changed to satisfy the whim of any producer. In
many cases, actors and managers refused to allow an author to
print his own plays because they feared for pro ^erty rights, and
lared not at all for the literary reoutation of the nlaywright.
A quotation from a letter by Oeorse Henry 3oker is illuminating:
"Theatricals are in a fine state in this country, every
inducement is offered to me to burn my olays as fast as I write
them. Yet, what can I do? If I -print my olays, the actors take
them up, butcher, alter and "lay them, without giving me so much
as a hand in my own damnation. A r>rooos, have you ever read the
English acting cooy of my ^Calaynos* ? A viler thing was never
concocted from like materials."
When the olays were printed, there were few cooies and
the very oooularity of some of these proved their death. Some
have been found in a more or less fragmentary manner. Concerning
others, the search so far has been una /ailing, this probably due
to the laose of time between the original production or printing
and the manifestation of any genuine interest concerning them.
The only trace we have of certain old Plays is a bare record of
their performance.
In the last decade collectors and scholars have brought
partial order out of chaos so that we now have certain definite
collections in different parts of our country. We find them in

the following libraries and universities:
Boston Athenaeum
Boston Public Library-
Brown University
University of Chicago
Harvard University
Columbia University
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
New York Public Library
University of Pennsylvania
Yale University
Besides these there are many orivate collections.
I have examined the collections in the Boston °ublic
Library, and have relied uoon the following histories of the stage
and drama for the rest of my information:
Olapp, William W. Jr.— The 3oston Stage
Daly, Charles P.—The First Theater in America
Dunlap, William—History of the American Theater
Hornblow, Arthur—History of the Theater in America
Seilhamer, George—The American Theater before 1980
Quinn, Arthur H.—History of American Drama
In attempting to select the Problem Plays, we get little
or no assistance from the titles, classifications, authors'
Prefaces, orologues and epilogues. The names and classifications
assumed by many of the olays typically Problem Plays in substance
are misleading, to spy the least. For instance:
Ponteach, a tras-edy
The Grouo, a farce
The Politicion Out-Witted, a tragi-comedy
are, upon examination, found to be olays which definitely portray
oroblems of their times and deserve to be classified as Problem
Plays. The following are some examples of this freak nomen-
clature which aoceared during the eighteenth century: "Hamlet"
was "A Moral and Instructive Tale as Exemplified in the History
of the Prince of Denmark". "The School for Scandal" was "A
C:
10
Comic Lecture in five mrts on the Pernicious Vice of Scandal."
"Richard III" was "The Fate of Tyranny", and "The Rivals" was
"The Crime of Filial Ingratitude".
Neither can the author* s^ orefaces, the prologues, or
eoilogues be relied uoon to helo one to judge the real meaning
of an eighteenth-century clay. The temoer of the theater-going
oublic at the time these plays were written was easily offended.
The inherent onoosition to the theater which flowed from the
early Puritans and Quakers was ramoant and powerful. Political
forces found it oooular and exoedient to oooose the theater and
clays in general . This prejudice was a ootent force which had
to be reckoned with and as far as possible reconciled as
theatrical oroductions grew in number and strove to exist. In
the face of this criticism, it wqs only natural that olaywrights
or oroducers should advertise their clays under such misnomer
and attach to their nerformances such prologues and epilogues
as flight out the oublic and their audiences in a tolerant humor,
thus hooiner to bring uoon the oroduction the least oossible ad-
verse comment or criticism.
A miss ten might mean that a permit to present the play
would be i.r.oossible to obtain. A realization of existing con-
ditions of those days hel- s us to understand an advertisement
like the following for "Othello" when it was first presented
in New England:
A /'ORAL DIALOGUE IN FIVE PARTS
1
deoicting the evil effects of Jealousy and other Bad Passions,
1. Hornblow, Arthur—A History of the Theater in America-Vol . I
P. 110

11.
and proving that Haooiness can only Spring from the Pursuit of
Virtue
.
Mr. Douglas will reoresent a noble and magnanimous Moor
named Othello, who lo/es a young lady named Desdemona and
after he has married her, harbors (as in too many cases) the
dreadful passion of jealousy.
Of jealousy, our being's bane,
"ark the small cause and the most dreadful pain.
Mr. Allyn will depict the character of a specious villain,
in the regiment of Othello, who is so base as to hate his
commander on mere suspicion, and to impose on his best friend.
Of such characters, it is to be feared there are thousands in
the world, and the one in ouestion may oresent to us a salutary
warning.
The man that wrongs his master and his friend,
What can he come to but a shameful end?
Mr
. Hallam will delineate a young and thoughtless officer,
who is traduced by ? fr. Allyn and, getting drunk, loses his
situation, and his general's esteem. All young men, what-
soever, take examole from Cassio.
The ill effects of drinking you would see,
Be warned and keeo from evil company.
Mr. Morris will reoresent an old gentleman, the father
of Desdemona, who is not cruel or covetous, but is foolish enough
to dislike the noble !Joor, his son-in-law, because his face is
not white, forgetting that we all spring from one root. Such
orejudices are very numerous and very wrong.
1. Hornblow, Arthur—A History of the Stage in Amer ica-Vol
. I-P . 110

12.
Fathers beware what sense and love ye lack,
• Tis crime, not color, makes the being black.
Mr. Quelch will depict the fool, who wishes to become a
knave, and trusting one gets killed by him. Such is the friend-
ship of rogues— take heed.
When fools would knaves become, how often you'll
Perceive the knave not wiser than the fool.
lira . Morris will reoresent a young and /irtuous wife, who,
being wrongfully susoected, gets smothered in an adjoining room
by her husband.
Reader, attend; and ere thou goest hence
Let fall a tear to haoless innocence.
Mr. Douglas will be her faithful attendant, who will hold
out a good examnle to all servants, male and female, and to all
oeoole in subjection.^"
Due to this tactful advertising1
,
"Othello" was nlayed with
great success in that anti-theater stronghold, New England.
That the "moral ouroose" of exhibitions and entertainments
could be carried too far is illustrated by Clano's mention of a
news^aoer reoort of an exhibition of tumbling, dancing, and tight-
rope walking.
"Writers in the oaoers stated that the promised influence
upon the morals of the community was not so great as anticipated,
and exoressed the opinion that the tight-rooe aoolied to the legs
is not so effectual to refine the morals of the oeoole as the old-
fashioned way of aoolying it to the neck, practised in other
countr ies
.
1. Hornblow, Arthur—A History of "the Stage in Amer ica-Vol. I-P. 110
2. Claoo, William— The 3oston Stage—P. 8
f
13.
If the orologues are to be
a nuroose, which usually was to
"by making; evil unattractive and
words they were all Moralities.
believed, every clay written had
create a highly moral civilization
virtue irresistible. In other
The following prologue was recited before a performance of
H
1
The Tragedy of George Barnwell and the Farce of the Padlock 1
on the occasion of a clay being oerformed to assist in building
the New York Hosoital." (1773)
This night, to youth, our moral scene disolays
How false, how fatal, are the wanton's ways;
Paints her alluring looks, fallacious wiles,
And the black ruin lurking in her smiles ;-
Bids us the first approach of vice to shun,-
And claims a tear for innocence undone.
While scenes like this employ our humble stage,
We fondly hope your favours to engage:
No ribald r>age shall here admittance claim,
Which decency or virtue brands with shame;
No artful hint that wounds the virgin's ear,
No thought that modesty would blush to hear;-
We ask no oatronage—disclaim aoolause-
But while we act and sneak in virtue's cause.
This is our aim—and while we this oursue
—
'7e ne'er can fail of Patronage from you.l
"It is to be hooed by friends of the Hosoital that the
moral of the olay to be acted will have some influence with those
who are otherwise no friends of the theater."
Another orologue read before a oerformance of "Dougla.s and
the Aonrentice" contains the following lines:
Vice to discourage, or with bolder aim,
Rouse to high deed and point the way to fame.
These are the ends which from the ea.rliest age
Have been the boast and object of the stage.
2
The following is a tyoical epilogue which was recited in
175^ "u^on the occasion when nermission was given to oerform
1. Dunlao, William-A history of the American Theater— P. 34
2. Dunlap, William-A History of the American Theater—P. 52
rk •
~
c
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thirteen nights."
Much has "been said at this censorious time,
To prove the treading of the stage a crime.
Mistaken zeal, in terms not quite so civil,
Consigns both clays and -players to the devil.
Yet wise men own, a day well chose may teach
Such useful moral truths as churchmen -preach.
May teach the heart another's grief to know,
And melt the soul to salutary woe.
Thus human life's our theme - a fruitful field
Of moral themes a r-lenteous store to yield -
Sages uoheld our art in ancient time,
And to oaint nature was not thought a crime;
For if the soul in virtue's cause we mc/e,
The friends of virtue cannot disaoorove. 1
Thus it may be understood why I have omitted many clays
with expressed highly moral purposes which, if fulfilled, would
undoubtedly olace those plays in a Problem Play Category.
On the other hand, I have included many clays which have
no expressed ouroose but which have furnished such true pictures
of life that the lesson presented is obvious even to the casual
observer. An example of this type of clay would be "Uncle Tom's
Cabin", a dramatization of the book by Harriet 3eecher Stowe,
without question one of the greatest oroblem plays ever oresented,
The authoress does not sermonize through her characters; rather
does she depend wholly uoon her truthful representation of the
life of a slave to make other oeoole see this curse as she saw it.
E. 0PIWI0I8 OF PROMIIKIT WRITERS
Although there is but one book written so fax which is de-
voted exclusively to this type of Play, "The Problem Play", by
Dunlao, William—A History of the American Theater—Page 20
rr
15.
Ramsden Balmforth, many dramatic authors refer to the Problem
Play. Some of their remarks are complimentary, others are
scathing. There seems to be little uniformity of opinion on the
worth of the type as a few quotations or resumes of the opinions
of certain noted dramatic critics will prove.
Geors-e Baker :
Because drama is so vivid and concrete it moves masses of
men as does no other art.-*- "Plays with a. purpose, such as
Problem Plays . " - to succeed must arouse our emotions and make
clear the meaning of the play. 2 The writer of Problem Plays
has a more difficult task than have writers of other types of
plays because, often completely absorbed in his own ideas, he
sometimes forgets his audience and his characterization. The
author is often too obviously the speaker instead of the charac-
ters. 3 To succeed he must so handle the characterization and
action as to make his ideas widely interest ing."* "However," and
here he sounds an encouraging note for Problem Play writers,
5
"sooner ar later such writers will conquer their public."
Richard Burton :
Back of the story in any drama that rises to some worth
there is a theme. To have a theme is not to be didactic;
neither to argue for a thesis nor moot a problem. It is simply
to have an opinion about life involved in and rising naturally
out of the story and "never, never lugged in ay the heels."'''
1-5
. Baker, George—Dramatic Technique— 1-P.15; 2-P.5S; 3-P.334;
4-P.510* 5-P.514.
8-7. 3urton, Richard—How to See a Play— S-P.103; &-P.105.

16.
Ashley Dukes:
Ashley Dukes sneaks with little favor of any of the Problem
Play writers. For instance, of Brieux he writes, "His plays
came at a time when censored olays were commonly confused with
masterpieces. When three of his dramas were refused a license
by the Lord Chamberlain, it was decided he must be a dramatist
of extraordinary eminence. Sponsored by the French realist school,
he uses in his olays a oadding of not remarkable ohilosophy.
•Damasred Goods'
,
forbidden in the theater as a work of art, was
welcomed as an instrument of social hygiene. I hone it did more
service to pdblic health than to his refutation.
"
Of John Galsworthy he says - "The outward verisimilitude
of Galsworthy's olavs so.net i.:.es masks, sometimes exooses their
inward falsity. He gives faithful i...oressions of a magistrate's
court, etc., and oeonles the scene with flagrant orevaricators,
animated though they be with best intentions. Esoecially in
'^Justice*, all but the leading character address us in the
manner of a counsel stealing to a .jury with a string of oomoous
little metanhors and sententious Quotations. He is a dramatist
who reminds us with oatient regularity that there are two sides
to every ouestion." Ibsen, Shaw, Sudermann, Zola, St. John
Ervine all receive the same kind of criticism. 1
Clayton Hamilton :
"In fifty years we have risen from the suits and trao )ings
of an artificial stage to a real region of ideas. " Any work of
1. Ashley Dukes— The" founsrest Drama- --pp. 17-21
2. Clayton Hamilton— Studies in Statecraft—P. 204

art is good if it forces the spectator to imagine and to realize
some truth of life; and any effort of life is bad if it fails
in this endeavor. 1 A high degree of technical accomplishment
is necessary before a. dramatist can tell the truth sincerely as he
sees it and still make his work palatable to the public."*^
Thomas Dickinson :
"3ecause the substance of the drama is identical with the
substance of the thine: signified - the only one of the arts
where this is true - it has greater oo'.ver than any other art
as an organ of oublic ao^eal . Drama should be socially constructive.
We have a right to demand of our drama that it shall conduce to
unbuilding and social health. "3
"There are times when iconoclasm is the only true social
construct ireness and when health implies and reouires the fear-
less probing of disease. Let each man interpret the coming order
in terms of clear sight and resolute thinking. The result if he
is a playwright may not be a clay that will live for all time;
but it probably will serve as a useful document in the hands of
his contemporaries for the reading of their book of life." 4
Norman gaggood i
An advocate of classical drama, Mr. Haogood bitterly re-
sents the growing oooularity of the realists and says that no
drama can exist which oortrays anything but Beauty. Science,
ohilosoohy, osychology are incompatible with drama. He condemns
Problem Plays because he says they aim at logical reason, while^
1&2—Clayton Hamilton-Studies in Stagecraft— 1-P.>13; 2-P.295.
3&4
—Thomas Dickinson- The Case of American Drama—3-P.53; 4-P.72.
5. Norman Haogood- The Stage in America—P. 41
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drama should aim at the emotions, the passions, and the imagina-
tion. He further says that the public is indifferent to Problem
Plays . 1
3rander Matthews :
In drama there must be no conscious moralizing, proving
of theses, etc. However, a dramatist cannot leave out morality
since it is an essential constituent element of any truthful
oortrayal of life.2 Morality enters into art only when art deals
with human conduct, when it sets before us that which may have an
influence uoon our own acts. Music, architecture, pure decora-
tion, landscape, and marine painting, and also the ooetry which
is only music or decoration, these forms of art have no moral
Quality. They lie wholly outside of the domain of ethics. But
the lyric of human feeline-, eoic ooetry, orose-f iction, the drama,
-
these are forms of art which deal directly with human oassions,
and therefore they cannot evade moral resoonsibility . Whenever an
artist is dealing with human beings, he is subject to the moral
law, and he must be -judcod by his ultimate effect of his portrayal
of life. 3
John Galsworthy
:
"The artist; they say, is not concerned with mora.ls, but in
truth no one is more concerned with morals if a long view be
taken. To the artist we look for those oictures of life as it
really is. Conversion of others to his own way of thinking is
certainly no direct oart of a dramatist's business. Let him 4
n Norman Haosrood—The Stage in America—P. 239
2 & 3. Brander Matthews—A Study of the Drama—2-P.230; 3-P.225._
I. Joan Galsworthy—Castles in Spain and Other Screedes-Pp. 258-259
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think and let think. When he has so selected and arranged his
material as to drive home the significance of his theme and press
out from human nature the last ounce of its resistance to fate
—
he has done his job; in so doing he may seem to be exoloiting
some social oroblem, or grinding the axe of a reform when he has
really only selected circumstances and environment which will most
surely and suitably bring out the fundamental qualities of his
character . H ^
A. B. Walkley
:
Mr. Walkley exoresses impatience with the moralizing
strain in drama, and s^ys if drama is to be a great moral teacher
it will not be by imitating the methods of the church pulpit.
F. REVIEW OF "THE DR03LEM PLAY" 3Y RAMSDEH 3AL' 'FORTH
"The Problem play" by Ramsden Balmforth is the only book so
far devoted exclusively to a discussion of the Problem Play.
With the exception of Ibsen a.nd Tolstoy, all the writers treated
are modern English dramatists and include Galsworthy, Shaw, St.
John Ervine, Stanley Houghton, Hiles Malleson, Somerset Maugham,
Sutton Vane, and Lawrence Housman.
The- Problem Dlay is viewed in its relation to social and
economic oroble^s, sex and marriage oroblems, and ethical and
religious oroblems. The treatment is sane and broad-minded,
while a wholesome Philosophy of life oervades the whole work.
However, ??r. Balmforth does not define a Problem Play other
than to say, "Every serious olay is a oroblem olay." 3 I must deny
1. Eohn Gals'worthy—Castles in Soain and Other "Screedes—Po. 259-259
2. A. 3. Walkley—Drama and Life—P. 20.
3. Ramsden Balmforth—The Problem Play—P. 13.
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this statement because it excludes the comedies of Holiere, the
curnose of which was "to exoose the failings of men and correct
them by thoughtful laughter", and some of the farces and satires
of the Revolutionary oeriod in America, many of which were
written to secure adherents to the Loyalist or Colonial cause.
There misrht be other exceotions, but these are two which relate
directly to the subject ma.tter of this thesis.
The bock contains a. defense of the Problem Play that I
shall quote: "Knowledge of one's self, moral issues, the mystery
of Personality and of Destiny, the ways of God to man, education
into new truth, new ideas, and great causes— these are the
justification of the oroblem-"olay" .
Since this is the only book devoted to this subject, I
Shall follow closely " rr. Balmforth 1 s treatment of a religious
oroblem to illustrate his mode of handling each play. The olay
I have chosen is "Blanco Posnet" by 5eorr:e Bernard Shaw, and
teals with the oroblem of srrace.
Fir?t, he tells what Bernard Shaw is trying to do in most
of his dra.".as--to 2-ive men clearer conceptions of what the
Suorerne Soirit, which he calls the Life-Force, requires of
them ere they can attain to "a more abundant life". Shaw is
antagonistic to conventional religion—though he is a genuinely
religious person with deep spiritual insight and even exoresses
himself in the language of Jesus, Paul, and sometimes Bunyan.
His spirit derives from the same spiritual type and therefore
drinks at the same spiritual source.
2
1
.
Ramsden Balmforth—The Problem Play—P. 12
2. Ramsden Balmforth—The Problem ^lay—P. 95

He bases his religion on the theory that Life-Force is
striving, through the law of evolution and develooment—through
trial and error, to redeem its aooarent failures, and to bring
to birth ever higher and more oerfect tvpes of life.^-
"The Shewing-uo of Blanco Posnet" is intended to illustrate
the way in which the Life-Force, the Spirit, deals with the
apparently unredeemable, and the apparently irreclaimable—the
tyoe of character whom the Salvation Army love to bring up to
the penitent form. The scene is laid in a rough pioneering
settlement in the wild West of America. Blanco Posnet—one of
these aonarent irreclaimables—has been brought to trial for
stealing a horse— the penalty for which is hanging, or shooting,
or both together.^
Before the trial begins, Elder Daniels tries to make Blanco
reoent, but since the Elder is Blanco's own drunkard brother,
living under an assumed name, 31anco is contemptuous and warns
the Elder of what the God he orates of may have in store for him.
"God's a sly one," says Blanco. "He lies low for you.
He lets you run loose until you think you're shut of Him, and
then, when you least exoect it, He's got you. ... That 1 s how He
caught me, and °ut my neck in the halter. To spite me oecause
I had no use for Him—because I lived my life in my own way and
would have no truck with His 'Don't do this,' and 'You mustn't
do that, 1 and 'You'll go to Hell if you do the other.' I gave
Him the go-by and did without Him all these years. But He
caught me out at last. The Laush is with Him as far as hanging
me goe3."3
1-^-3. Ramsden Balmforth—The Problem ^lay—1-P.96; 2-P.97; 3-P.33
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ELDER DANIELS.— "Don't dare to out the theft on Him, man.
It was the Devil tempted you to steal the horse."
BLANCO.— "Not a hit of it. Neither God nor Devil tempted
me to take the horse: I took it on my own. He had a cleverer
trick than that ready for me. Gosh, when I think that I might
have been safe, and fifty miles away by now, with that horse,
and here I am waiting to be hung up and filled with lead*. What
came to me? What made me such a fool? That's what I want to
know. That's the great secret."^
That's the secret which the trial is to bring out but
which is so humiliating to Blanco. On the evidence of a Feemy
Evans, a woman of bad character, who says she saw him with the
horse, 31anco is to be hanged when a woman enters to say she
took the horse. Her expression of intense grief affects the
whole court. Questioned as to what she is doing with this horse
she Says:
"I took it to spve ray child's life. I thought it would get
me to a doctor in time. * Ty child was choking with crouo."
Then they ask how she got it:
"I got it," she s^ys, "from a man that met me. I thought
God sent him to me, and I rode here joyfully thinking so all
the time to myself .... The man looked a bad man. He cursed me;
and he cursed the child: God forgive hirn. But something came
over him. I was desoerate. I out the child in his arms; and
it got its little fingers down his neck and called him Daddy,
and tried to kiss him; for it was not right in its head with2
L & 2. Rarnsden Balmforth—The Problem °lay—1-P.999 2-P.100.
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the fever. He said it was a little Judas kid, and that it was
betraying him with a kiss, and that he'd swing for it. And then
he grave me the horse, and went away crying and laughing, and
singing dreadful, dirty, wicked words to hymn tunes, like as if
he had seven devils in him."
The court asks if Blanco was the man. After a cause the
woman says, "?To." From now on everybody turns "softy", even
Feemy, who swears that she had accused Blanco out of soite.^
Blanco, free, "ooints the moral in this wise."
"Dearly beloved brethren," to which the boys resoond:
"Same to you, Blanco. Lord, have mercy on is, miserable sinners."
BLANCO.— "No; that's ^vhere you're wrong. Don't flatter
yourselves that you're miserable sinners. Am I a miserable
sinner? Jo; I'm a fraud and a fallure. .. .I'm a rottener fraud
and failure than the Elder here. And you' re all as rotten as
me. There's none of us real good and none of us real bad."
ELDER DANIELS.— "There is One above, Blanco."
BLANCO.— "What do you know about Him? You that always talk
as if He never did anything without asking vour rotten leave
first? Why did the child die? Tell me that if you can. He
can't have wanted to kill the child. Why did He make me go
soft on the child if He wps going hard on it Himself? Why
should He go hard on the innocent kid and go soft on a rotten
thing like me? Whv did I go soft myself? Why did the Sheriff
go soft? Why did Feemy go soft? What's this game that upsets
our game? For seems to me there's two games being olayed. OurS
1&2. Ramsden Balmforth—The Problem Play— 1-P.101; 2-P.102
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game is a rotten game that makes me feel I'm dirt and that
you're all as rotten dirt as me. T'other game may be a silly
same, but it ain't rotten. When the Sheriff olayed it he
stooped being rotten. When Feemy olayed it, the oaint nearly
droooed off her face. When I olayed it I cursed myself for a
fool; but I lost the rotten feel all the same."
ELDER DANIELS.— "It w=>s the Lord soeakinc: to your soul,
Blanco. h1
3LANC0.— "Oh, yes. You know all about the Lord, don't you?
You're in the Lord's confidence. He wouldn't for the world do
anything to shock you, would He, Boozy dear? Yah, what about
the cro n? It w^s early days when He m?de the crouo, I guess.
It wps the best He co^ld think of then; but when it turned out
wrong on His hands He made you and me to fight the crouo for
Him. You bet He didn't m^de us for nothing; and He wouldn't have
made us at all if He could have done His work without us. By
gum, that must be what we're fori He'd never have made us to be
rotten drunken blaokeruards like me, and good-for-nothing rips
like Feemy. He made me because He had a .-job for me. He let me
run loose till the iob was raady; and then I had to go a.long and
do it, hanging or no hanging. And I tell you, it didn't feel
rotten: It felt bul^y, just bully. Anyhow, I srot the rotten
feel off me for a minute of my life; and I'll go through fire
to get it off me again."
And the olay ends with Blanco standing drinks all round,
and offering to shake hands with Feemy Evans.
L&2. Ramsden Balmforth—The Problem Play—1-P.102; 2-?. 103.
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Mr. Balrnforth applies 31anco's philosophy to the war. The
great game was played by the youth who fought for his country
and peace. The "rotten game" was played by those who stayed at
home and made or of it out of the bloodshed.^
Then he considers a theological side of the play. The Life-
Force, God, sends the crouo, the cancer microbe, etc., but, in
the course of evolution, by experiment, trial and error, He sends
something- to fight these things. Blanco says, "He wouldn't nave
made us at all if He could have done His work without us." The
great game is to fight these things by clean, healthy, and
rational wavs of life and orooer sanitation. The foul game is to
torture animals to secure scrums "for the benefit of humanity."
Mr . 3almforth treats the oroblem of 31anco himself. Fny did
the Life-Force take the trouble to bring such an apparently
disreputable specimen of humanity back to Playing the great game
rather than the "rotten" same? Is it to show mankind how the
Way, the Truth, and the Life work? Not merely by re/ivalist
meetings, and threats of eternal damnation nor by imprisonment
and other punishments, but by applying osycholoey to attempt to
train him to see wh^t is really healthy and sane in life, and
what is ugly and hateful as all what w^s oest was brought out
in Blanco oy a "-voman with a dying baby.
It is the Spirit of Loving-kindness which Aeschylus and
Bernard Shaw are trying to bring home to their hearers and rea.ders3
Finally :!r. Balrnforth outlines Shaw's religion, the essence
of which is "Inasmuch as ye did these things—these mean, and
1*2*3
.
Ramsden Balrnforth—The Problem Play—1-P.104; 2-P. 105 ;3-103
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low, and base things, or these great and high things—unto one
of these : ?y brethren, even these least, ye did them unto Mr."*
V.t . Balmforth treats each olay he mentions somewhat in this
fashion.
II. HISTORICAL APPROACH
The term 'Problem Play 1 is a comparatively new one. The
type, however, is old, its ro^ts reaching back into Ancient
History. As in many other lines of endeavor other than dramatic,
the type existed long before a name was invented for it.
A. BOO! OF JOB
It seems most fitting that the first Problem Play in
history is "The Book of Job" (450 B.C.), "an argumentative drama
on the problem of evil and the mystery of suffering in the world",
a. theme which has echoed and reechoed in the drama of nearly every
nation ever since.
Carlyle says of it, "A noble Book; all men's Book! It is
our first, oldest statement of the never-ending Problem, - man's
destiny, and God's wpvs with him here on this earth.
The Problem Play's next notable appearance was in the
Oreek drama at the period of its highest development. In the
American Educator Encyclooedia I found the following:
—
3. SREH DRAMA
"Sreek tragedy, at the time of its c v ief re r esentati ves
,
Aeschylus, Soohocles and Euripides, w?s rather a religious func-
%.~ He.msden Balmforth—The Dro ;le -.. ^1 ••?*/•—?a re 1)7
2&3. Hooert S.r.ith
— Types of Philosophical Drama—2-P.5; 3-P.8.
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tion than an entertainment. Not only moral, but religious
purposes were evident, and a fear of the justice of the gods was
taught by presentation of the punishment which followed an evil
action. Comedy developed side by side with tragedy, but it never
attained an equal importance. Largely political in its origin,
it held uo to ridicule the most orominent men of the day; and
from this oha.se it passed to the ridicule of the foibles of
humanity as a whole."
It is interesting to note that the comedies of Moliere
and the satires of the American Revolution had exactly the same
ouroose as the comedies and satires of the Greeks.
Professors Howe and Harrer, in their book " Greek Literature
in Translation", call the following olays spiritual and moral
problems
:
Agamemnon - Aeschylus
Oedious - Soohocles
Medea - Eurioides
Alcestis - Euripides^
However, of the Greek tragedies I have read I have
selected "Antigone" as a typical Problem Play because the play is
an argument in defense of the "higher law" which causes a girl to
disobey her king to obey the laws of honor demanded by her gods.
The ruler, who does all in his power to hinder her, is visited
by the wrath of the gods.
C. "3RALTTIES
Searching the oases of the history of drama for further
traces of the Problem Play, we cause at the 'morality' which be-
came popular in Europe during the Middle Ages. A definition of
1. Robert Smith—Tyoes of Philosophical Drama—Page 8
2. Howe and Harrer
—Greek Literature in Translation-Table of Contents
Page VIII
<
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this type of t>lay by Robert Metcalf Smith reads:— "A morality
is a drama undertaking; the symbolical or allegorical reoresenta-
tion of life""1" for the ourpose of giving instruction In the
conduct of life. Here was a tyoe of play with a definite our-
oose, which wa a usually expounded in an undisguised didactic
manner. The majority of these moralities were dull, "the
moralizing was oppressive and the characters lifeless abstractions,
while there was not enough action to sustain the interest."^
"Everyman" is the best known and also the best of them, and that is
by no means highly dramatic.
D. FRENCH CLASSICAL DRAMA—MO L IERE
Still later the French taught some excellent lessons in most
entertaining drama. One does not often find more amusing plays
than Hollers' s "Tartufte" (1834), his "Pr ?'c ieuses Ridicules"
(1359) or his "Ecole des Femmes" (1363), yet all these had a
definite ouroo^e. E^en Norman Haogood admits that "L J s Precieuses
3Ridicules" changed the face of an organized society, but he does
not g-i'/e Moliere credit for having a ouroose. This he certainly
had and expressed thus: "to expose the failings of men and correct
them by ridicule and thoughtful laughter". z
*l
—y
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the Problem
Play continued to manifest itself in varied forms in many countries,
Snain, Italy, Sweden, Russia, Norway, France, England and America.
However, I feel that the historical aooroach above leads us to the
American drama of the eig-hteenth century, and since it is with that
that we are concerned, we will omit the later develooment s
.
1&2
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The English Morality is of especial interest to us oecause
it was a type of Problem Play familiar to the men and women who
founded and settled colonies in this country and so was probably
the most immediate precursor of our American Problem Play.
r '' p
'^J'oliere ' s olays still hold the stage and afford fascinating
reading: in French or in English. :ioliere, in fine, is the most
ancient dramatist in any tonsrue whose olays are still essentially
modern. A comedy of ?!oliere is not unlike a late nineteenth— or
an early twentieth—century problem play.
Moliere realized that oeoole 2:0 to the theater primarily for
amusement; but he has in each of his plavs an i.r.olied moral lesson.
He emphasizes the sanity of the golden mean and teaches that excess
results in misfortune. Each drama delivers an attack on some \rice
or weakness—as Tartuffe" against hypocrisy. 1
III. DRAMATIC 3ACK0R^ TND II A: fE^ICA
A. BRIEF S T"R7EY OF THE RISE OF DRAMA IN ENGLAND
Since American dramatic history does not begin in America
but goes back to Shakesoeare and his successors, perhaps we
ought to consider for a moment a. few of the outstanding develop-
ments of the drama in England. Born at the altar of the Church
about the period A.D. 900-90 0, it soon outgrew its religious
cradle and Wos a.dooted by the guilds. During this time the
Interludes, Mysteries, and Moralities grew in favor and the
pageant cycles w?re presented. About the year 1500 drama re-
ceived an impetus from the Renaissance through the universities
and other temples of learning. Its themes from this time on
IT. Howe and Harrer—An Introduction to"Drama—Page ?77
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became increasingly secular in character till, during the reign
of Shakespeare and his contemporaries, drama invoked the '"rath
of the Puritans to such an extent that they caused the cessation
of all oublic performances for fourteen years during the period
of the Commonwealth. When drama was again allowed free expres-
sion.the stage w?_s flooded with excesses of all kinds, natural
after such regression but it gradually limned back toward a
hat)r»y medium. This is significant because it explains to a great
degree the struggle :*or existence which the drama underwent in
America.
It was at this ~eriod in English dramatic develop. ..ent that
English settlers were founding colonies and establishing them-
sel "es on this side of the Atlantic. We know that for a time
the stern necessities of their battle with environment
occupied all their time, but as living conditions grew gradually
better, dra.:.a, so closely connected with life and oeople, began
to aooear here and there. We find da.tes of performances given
ps 1306, 1365, 1390, 1702, 1703, 1733, 1733, 1735, 1735, 1737,
p
1749, and 1751." Though these performances were orobably all
amateur productions, they kent alive the soirit of the drama
till in 1752 the coming of the Hallams^ brought new life to the
drama. "The manner of organization, the extent and quality of
the repertoire, and the general excellence of the company marked
the first attempt to put drama in this country on a. dignified and
4permanent footing.
"
1. Richard Burton -How to See a Play
—
fpl 52-62
.
Jay Hubbell and John Beatty—An Introduction to Drama do. 20-32,
79-35, 122-136.
2. Arthur H. Quinn—History of the American Drama p 5
3. In 1759 Lewis Kallam and his wife led a eoraoanv of actors toAmerica. William Hallam, the brother of Lewis and manaeer ofGoodman's Fields, financed the pro-feet
' *
_ D aQ4. Arthur Hornblow-A History of the Tneater in America,/ ,1 * odVol I-p. 35
rr
Their hopes, their fears, their expectations are pathet-
ically summed up in their orologue to their first oerf ormance in
America, which took olace in Williamsourg in September, 1752:
for the tuneful Voice of Eloquence,
Whose Numbers flow with Harmony and Sense,
That I may soar above the common Wing,
In lively strains the grateful Subject sing;
To celebrate the laurel 'd Poet's Fame,
And thro' the world the Stage's Use oroclaim.
To charm the Fancy, and delight the Soul,
To deal Instruction, without harsh Controul
,
To cultivate [By ol easing Arts) the Mind,
To win the Reason, and with Wit refin'd
To check each Error and reform Mankind .
For this the Bard, on Athen's Infant Stage,
At first oroduc'd the Drama's artful Page;
At once to olease and Satyrize he knew,
And all his Characters from Nature taught,
The Player acted, and the Poet wrote;
The Tragic ''use did Honour to the Sta.te,
And in a Hirrour taught them to be great;
The Comick too, by gentle Means reorov'd;
Lash'd every "ice, and every Vic e rernov j d :
For tho 1 the Foible, or the Crime she blam'd,
Smil'd on the ? Tan, and with a Smile reclaim' d.
Thus was the Grecian Stage, the Romans too;
Whene'er they wrote, had Virtue in the View :
In this politer ase, on British ground,
The sorierhtly Scenes, with Wit and Sense abound,
The brilliant Stage with vast Applause is crown'
d
And Soouts of Joy thro' the whole House resound;
Yet not content to bear so great a Name,
The "hist still la:or*d to increase her Fame;
Summ'd her Agents quickly to aooear,-'-
Haste to Virginia's Plains, my Sons, repair,
The Goddess said, Go, confident to find
An audience sensible, oolite and kind.
We heard and strait obey'd; from Britain's shore
These unknown Chimes a.dvent ring to exolore:
For us then, and our ?!use, thus low I bend,
Now fear to find in each the warmest friend;
Eaoh smiling a.soect dissioates our Fear,
We ne'er can fail of kind Protection here;
The Stage is ever Wisdom's fav'rite Care;
Acceot our Labours then, a~orove our Pains,
Your smiles will olease as enaal to our Gains;
And as you all esteem the Darling !!use,
The gen'rous Plaudit you will not refuse. 1
1. Arthur Hornclo7/--A History of the TOeater in Amer ica-Vol . I P. 35
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But their hocew were not to be so easily realized. However,
overcoming almost insurmountable obstacles imposed by the
religious orejudice of the Puritan, Huguenot and Quaker elements
in the colonies, this little band oi Thespawns succeeded in
oroducing their olavs, the number and quality of which would make
any modern manager oroud. Of course the plays presented were
carefully selected and were really the cream of those popular in
England at the time - the works of Shakesoeare, Congreve, Steele,
Cibber, Lillo, Farquhar, Addison, Rowe, and Fiexding.
The methods of advertising, the various disguises used to
attempt to conciliate the enemies of the stage have been mentioned
before. But in soite of brutal criticism and prejudice, the drama
had come to stay.
The great majority of olays oresented in these early years
were of English origin. In fact the field of drama.tic authorship
held out few inducements to literary minded folk. In the first
olace, the American oublic did not want to see home-made olays.
Those from England during the eighteenth century and those from
Germany and France during the nineteenth century, "furren clays"
-macked o: a grandeur lacking in the home oroduct - so theater-
goers thought. Just as fustian and home-soun were so rned for the
imoorted silks and other materials, so it was with the drama.
William Wood, the manager, in his volume of reminiscences
states the situation clearly. The play referred to below is
":uarmion M
, J. \T . Barker's dramatization of Scott's work of the Same
name
.
||_The l!erit of the piece wa s positive, but the old difficulty

remained. I knew the then prejudice against any native play, and
concocted with Cooper (the Actor) a very innocent fraud upon the
public. We insinuated that the oiece was a London one, had it ?ent
to our theater from New York, where it was made to arrive in the
midst of rehearsal, in the oresence of the actors, packed up ex-
actly like oieces we were in the habit of receiving from London.
It was ooened with great gravity, and announced without any author
being alluded to. None of the company were in the secret, as I
well knew, 'these actors cannot keen counsel, 1 not even the orom:ter.
It was olayed with great success for six or seven nights, when,
believing it s^-fe, I announced the author, and from that moment
it ceased to attract." 1
In the second olace, Americans did not want to oay Jor home
oroducts. 3ecause of the Lack of international cooyright laws
the American manager could use the English play for no cost at
511. He simply stele it or borrowed it.
In 1935 John Howard Payne wrote:
"Present a play to a manager, and he delays its production till
the season is withering and then flinge it uoon the forlorn hope;
or if you ask a certain compensation, he replies, 'we are glutted
with nlays from England, which we must produce because they bring
with them a fame which will excite curiosity; and for these we
have only to pay the promoters, who are salaried, to smuggle over
all the novelties. 1 Since I have been in America, olay after play
have I presented for performance, and have uniformly been answered,
"We can get new plays from England, and for nothing."**
It is a wonder that any American olays were written at all.
1 . Ifontrose :'oses—The American Dramatist—Page 37
2. Montrose Mose— The American Dramatist—Page" 39
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However, they were written, and among others were the Problem
Plays I shall now treat.
IV. AMERICA! PROBLEM PLAYS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Montrose Moses s.-^ys that the first American Problem Play is
"Ponteach", the Indian play (1773) by Robert Rogers.
1
I would
not deny this because I have no proof that this is not so.
However, I think I should mention two other olays of orior dates
of which I have found records in various histories of the drama.
They may or may not be Problem Plays.
A. ANDR030R0S
The first is "Androboros" (1714) by Robert Hunter, Governor
of New York,— "A Biograohical Farce— in three acts, viz., The
pSenate, The Consistory, And the Apotheosis."
Oscar Wesrelin, in his "Early American Plays", adds "a
severe criticism of the clergy, members, and others of Trinity
3
Church, the orincioal among whom was Dr. Vesey."
Montrose Hoses calls "Androboros" "a local problem
involving church government and oolitical favor. It may be
regarded as a muckraking diatribe against certain matters
occurring in Trinity Parish, New York City. A friend of
Addison and Steele, the venomous wit of Hunter olayed relentlessly
with contemporary matters, Church, oolitics, and colonial events.
America's first satire was born of contemporary interest, and
couched in language of none too polite a nature. The name
"Androboros" signifies 'man-eater' which is aoolied to a
4
Lieu :er.a nt Governor Nicholson."
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What was the purpose of this play? What was the result? We
might guess that the author wished to awaken his readers or
audience to a feeling of responsibility for the situations he
presented. In that event, it would be a Problem Play. But we
do not know. There is no record of the performance of the olay
and no hint of the result upon readers and audience, if it ever
had an audience.
3. THE PAXTON BOYS
The second possibility is a play "The Paxton Boys" printed
anonymously in Philadelphia. The substance and the form prove
th^t the writer was a native, though the title page reads "The
Paxton Boys, a Farce - translated from the original French by a
Native of Donegall.* This was merely a ruse to hide the
identity of the author. Arthur H. Quinn calls this olay "an
argument in dramatic form concerning the conduct of those in-
habitants of the frontier who came to Philadelphia to demand
protection against the Indians. The author is satiric and con-
trasts cleverly the different attitudes of the Pres'oy terians
,
Episcopalians and Quakers. "2
The fact that this is called an argument makes me wonder if
it may belong in a Problem Play category. I feel that it at
least ought to be mentioned here.
C. POITEACH
The first American olay that we can feel sure was a Problem
Play is "Ponteach, o^Sr The Savages of America" by Major Robert
Rogers. To me it seems fitting and romantic that one of our
1&?
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first Problem Plays, perhaps the first, should have grown out of
the relations between the Indians and the white people. Certainly
no problem could be more American or closer to the soil.
The story is the old, old tragedy, the white robbing the
Indian of his hunting-ground and reducing him from his position
of lord of the wilderness to that of a hunted animal.* Thomas
Dickinson ably states the Indian's tragedy:
"Civilization has seldom, if ever, shown such a dramatic
juxtaposition of diverse races as that presentee by the conquering
oush of the white man over the hunting-grounds of the red. This
was no mere case of the survival of the fittest such as in the
case of the Roman and the Hun.
"On the one side was a simple people, too Imaginative, too
native-true, to oe called savages, both by their virtue and
weaknesses ill-prepared to fight a battle of survival against a
stronger foe.
"On the other side wos the white man trained for onquest
by a thousand years of city-building and sophistication, pioneers
by thought, woodsmen by intention, fis-hters by the cold pnd cruel
pressure of moral foresight and power to wit. They won by
knowing that destiny was on the side of the material rather than
the immaterial forces. That Indians were killed is not the
greatest tragedy. The greatest tragedy Was the clash of two points
of view and the suffocation of the simpler. The lndians:r best blows?
fell harmless against a breastplate of alien intelligence he was
never able to -ierce." 2
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The story of "Ponteach" is told with full sympathy for
the Indians. The first scene shows us how the English traders
ruthlessly cheat the Indians in their bargaining.
First Trader: Our fundamental Maxim is this,
That it's no Crime to cheat and gull an Indian."
Second Trader: How! Not a Sin to cheat an Indian, say you?
Are they not men? hav'n't they a Right to Justice
As well as we, tho 1 savage in their Manners?"
The Fir~t Trader convinces his friend that cheating
Indians is a virtue and teaches him his tricks. He dupes the
Indians with drugged rum and then steals their furs by means of
trick scales. After he has actually demonstrated the success of
his methods, his friend exclaims:
3y Jove, you' re gained more in a single Hour
Than ever I have d^ne in Half a Year;
Curse on my honesty 1. I might have been
A little King, and liv'd without Concern,
Had I but known the proper Arts to thrive.
In the second scene two hunters discuss the feelings they
entertain for the Indians in this manner:
First Hunter:
These hateful Indians kidnap all the Game.
Curse their black Heads! they fright the Deer and
Sear
,
And every Animal tha.t haunts the Wood,
Or by their Witchcraft conjure them away.
Englishman can get a single Shot,
While they go loaded home with Skins and Furs.
• Twere to be wish'd not one of them survived,
Thus to infest the World, and Plague Mankind.
Curs' d Heathen Iniidels! mere savage Beasts!
Tuey don't deserve to breathe in Christian Air,
And should be hunted down like other Brutes.
Second Hunter:
I only wish the Laws permitted us
To hunt the savage Herd where e'er they're found
I'd never leave the Trade of Hunting then,
While one remain' d to tread and range the Wood.
rr
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First Hunter:
•
Curse on the Law, I say, that makes i„t death
To kill an Indian, more than to kill a Snake.
What if 'tis Peace? these Dogs deserve no Mercy;
Cursed revengeful, cruel faithless Devilsl
In the third scene, laid in an English fort, Ponteach appears
to demand fair play from the English. The officers, a corrupt
incompetent lot, i.ioatient with the Indians comolaints against
their own inhuman oolicies, insult him and dismiss him. The
Indian in the following soeech shows the effect continued treat-
ment of this sort had uoon the Red "/an.
Know you whose Country you are in?
Think you, because you ha-e subdued the French,
That Indians too are now become your Slaves?
Tnis Country's mine, and here I reign as King;
I value not your Threats, nor Forts, nor Guns;
I have got Warriors, Courage, Strength and Skill.
Consider well, for it is hard to cure.l
The fourth scene, in an apartment in the fort, reveals the
corruption of even the governors themselves who, uoon receiot
of the shipment of gifts sent from the King of England to the
Indians, steal most of them themselves and humiliate the Indians
by offering them a few silly trifles. Ponteach here makes us
realize the oroblem of the Red i?an.
Indians a 1 n't Fools, if White Hen think us so;
We see, we hear, we think as well as you;
We kno'.v there 're Lies, and Mischiefs in the World;
We don't know whom to trust, nor when to fear;
Men are uncertain, changing as the Wind,
Inconstant as the Waters of the Lakes,
Some smooth and fair, and oleasant as the sun,
Some rough and boist'rous, like the Winter Storm;
Some are Insidious as the subtle Snake,
Some innocent, and harmless as the Dove;
Some like the Tyger raging, cruel, fierce,
Some like the Lamo, humble, submissive, mild,
And scarcely one is every Day the same;
But I call no Man bad, till such he's found,
Then I condemn and cast him from my Sight;
And no more trust him as a Friend and Brother.
1
—gr=i=r—LJiQoe t o find vou honest Men and true .
2
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When the Indians deliver their choicest furs to the
governors requesting them to oresent these to their Kino) as a
mark of Indian courtesy, the governors oromise glibly and
oromntly steal these also.
It is not to be wondered at, that chafing under these
wrongs, and threatened with extinction, the Indians oreoare for
war. The counsellor of Ponteach cites the Indian wrongs thus:
3ut I have seen, with my own Eyes I've seen,
High Provocations from our oresent Foes,
Their Pride and Insults, Knavery and Frauds,
Their lare-e Encroachment s on our common Rights,
Which every Day increase, are seen by all,
And grown so common, they are disregarded.
What calls on us more loudly for Revenge,
Is their Contemot and Breach of oublic Faith.
Wrien we comolain, they sometimes oromise fair;
Wr.en we grow restless, Treaties are orooos'd,
And Promises are gilded then with Presents.
'What is the End: Still the old Trade goes on;
Their Colonels, Governors, and mighty Men,
Cheat, lie, and break their Solemn Promises,
And take no care to have cur Wrongs rearess'd.l
Philin, the son of Ponteach, says:
I think our Hunters ought to be reveng'd;
Their bodies are found torn by rav'nous 3ea,sts,
But who doubts they were kill'd by Englishmen!
Tbeir Heads are scaled, their Arms and Jewels gone,
And 3easts of Prey can have no Use for these.
Mo, they were murdered, slyly, basely shot
And who that has a Heart does not resent it?2
The French oriest, who sees in a Wpr between the Indians
and the English nothing but advantage for the la tely defeated
French, urges the Indians on to battle and distorts the facts
of Christianity to further his ends:
Heaven smiles on your Design, and it shall orosoer.
You're going to fight the Enemies of God,
Nay, those who once betray' d and kill'd his Son, 3
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Who came to save you Indians from Damnation -
He was an Indian, therefore they destroyed him;
He rose again and took his flight to Heaven;
But when his Foes are slain he'll quick return;
And he vour kind Protector, Friend, and King.
3e therefore hrave and fight his Battles for him;
Scare not his Enemies, where - e'r you find 'em;
The more you murder them, the more vou nlease Him;
Kill all you caotivate, both old and young,
Mothers and Children, let them feel your Tortures;
He that shall kill a Breton, merits Heaven.
And should you chance to fall, you'll be oonvey'd
By flying Angels to your Kind tna.t's there
Where these your hated Foes can never come*
Doubt vou the Truth of this my Declaration?
I have a Witness here that cannot lie.l
Wnereuoon he oroduces a burning glass which he uses to
orodv.ce lire. This he claims is his oroof from heaven that the
has sooken the truth.
Ponteach declares war on the English but his forces are
conauered and he is forced to flee for his life. In this last
moment of degradation, his oride sustains him and he rises to
noble heights.
Ye fertile Fields and glad'ning Streams, adieu;
Ye Fountains that have quench 'd ray scorching Thirst,
Ye Shades that hid the Sun-beams from my Head,
Ye Groves and Hills that yielded me the Chase,
Ye flow'ry l?eads, and 3anks, and bending Trees,
And triou croud Earth, made drunk with Royal Blood,
I am no more vour O'.vner and your Kin .
3ut witness for me to vour new base Lords,
That ray unconquer'd "!!ind defies then still;
And though I fly, 'tis on the Wings of Hooe. 2
Certainly few white men could read this clay and not
feel a stab at the conscience. No solution to the Problem of
the clay is offered, but we have a guilty feeling that if the
Indians baa oeen Treated as human beings and not as animals
that had no right to exist - Anglo-Indian history might have
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been very different.
D. PROBLEM PLAYS 0? THE AMERICA! REVOLUTION
Our next Problem Blays were grouped about the Revolution and
were mostly farces and satires in which each side, Royalist and
Rebel, ridiculed the other. There can be no doubt that some of these
fanned the flame of colonial resentment and heloed to bring resist-
ance to a head. One of the first writers to use the dramatic form
as a vehicle for disseminating oolitical views was ?,?rs. Mercy Warren.
The wife of James Warren and the favorite sister of James Otis,
l?rs. Warren was certainly in touch with events. A charming", highly
intelligent woman she was the intimate friend of many historically
orominent peoole, while her home was a center of oolitical discussion
where her Judgment on matters of colonial importance was sought,
yore than once John Adams, afterwards President of the United States,
referred matters of great import to her as well as to her husband's
judgment. In June, 1774, before he left for Philadelohia to attend
a session of Congress, he wrote to General Warren, "I .mst entreat
the favor of vour sentiments and ;'rs. Warren's what is oroper, prac-
ticable, exoedient, wise, good, necessary to be done at Philadelphia 1.'
Adams never let slio an oooortunity to encourage her to devote
her talents of the Patriots' cause, and often suggested themes for
her consideration. In another letter to her husband he suggested
a these "that would become Mrs. Warren's pen, which has no equal
that I know of in this country."^
Mrs. Warren was considered very skilfull at analyzing human
nature, and searching out the virtues and vices of a character.
Her friends begged for "reflections" on the character of persons
15:2 . Alice 3rown—Mercy Warren—Pa~e 38
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prominent in official life and received her verdicts with great
Satisfaction. That she was not certain that this was an
admirable oroceeding she discloses in a letter of Adams. This
letter and his reoly to it contain excellent statements of the
motives which prompted some of her satires.
Jan. 30, 1775.
"Though a "an may he greatly criminal in his Con-
duct towards the society in which he lives, how
far, sir, do you think it .justifiable for any
individual to hold him up the Object of public
Derision' And is it consistent with the Benevolent
system of Christianity to Vilify the Dilimuent
when we only wish to Ward off the fatal c n-
sequences of his Crimes?
He reassures her:
Braintree, March 15, 1775
"Personal Reflections, when they are artfully
resorted to, in order to divert the Attention
from Truth, or from Arguments, which cannot be
answered, are mean and unjustifiable: but We
must give uo the distinction between Virtue and
Vice, before we can oronounce oersonal Re-
flections, always unlawful, -Will it be said
that We must not pronounce Catiline a .Con-
soiratcr, and Borgia a Rascall, least we shall
oe guilty of casting personal Reflections-?
The faithful Historian delineates Characters
truly, let the Censure fall where it will- The
public is so interested in public Characters
,
that they have a Right to know them, ana it
becomes the Duty of every good Citizen who
happens to be acouainted with them to commu-
nicate his Knowledge. There is no other w^y
of preventing the Misch i ef which may oe done
by ill ven
,
no other Method of administering
the Antidote to the Poison.
If we look into human Nature, a.nd run through
the various classes of Life, we shall find it
is really a dread of Satyr that restrains our
Speeches from exorbitances, more than laws,
human, moral, or divine, indeed the Efficacy*
1&2
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Of civil Punishments is derived chiefly frcm
the same source. 3ut classical Satyr,
such as flew sc naturally and easily from the
Pen cf my excellent Friend, ht: s all the Efficacy,
and mere, in Support cf Virtue and in
Disccuntenancy cf Vice, without any cf the
Coarseness and Indelicacy cf these ether Species
of Satyr, the civil and political cnes." 1
Of the theater and its olrce in society Urs . Warren
writes
:
'Theatrical amusements may, sometimes, have been
prostituted to the purposes cf vico; yet in
an age cf taste and refinement, lessens cf
morality, anc the consequences cf deviation,
may, perhaps, be as successfully enforced frcm
the stage, as by mcdes of instruction, less
censured by the severe; while, at the same time,
the exhibition cf great historical events, opens a
field cf contemplation to the reflecting and
philosophic mind." 2
In 1773 appeared one cf the first dramatic satires cf
the Eevcluti cnary er^ — "The Adulation" by I£rs. Warren. The
date cf this publication is significant.
Between the ye^rs 1 7 64 and 17 7 there had be n 8 series
cf genuine grievances against the 3ritish government which had
aroused widespread opposition* After 17 7 0, however, many cf the
re:l grievances disappeared but the op csiticn did not die with
them. Insteed it increased in intensity and volume. "Popular
opinion may siring spontaneously cut cf common feeling cr it
may be created with very little cause
exceot a determination
in the minds of its creators." " Samuel Adams had learned before
this hew tc manufacture oublic opinion with a pen, and he
turned his lessen tc practical account in 1773. Then Harlcw
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goes on to say that the Revolution was orecioitated by the clever
propagandise of Adams and a grouo of radicals like himself who
were supplied with a soark to light the oatriot bonfire they had
oreoared by the stubbornness of Governor Hutchinson of
Massachusetts and some English statesmen who played into the
hands of Adams and his clique. 1
Viewed in the light of these statements I'rs. Warren's
olays assumed great importance as valuable bits of prooagandism.
A quotation from a letter written by John Adams to James Warren
dated March 15, 1775 reads -
"My most friendly regards to a certain lady. Tell
her that God Almighty has entrusted her with oowers
for the good of the world, which in the course of
his Providence he bestows uoon very few of the race;
that instead of being a fault to se them, it would
be criminal to neglect themJ
2
3ne month after this her husband wrote to her -
M God has given you great abilities. They may a.ll
now be called into action for the good of mankind,
for the good of your friends, for the promotion of
virtue and oa.tr iot ism. »
The chief satire in "The Adulateur" is launched at
Thomas Hutchinson, who hpd held at once the three offices of
Member of the Council, Chief Justice, and Lieutenant Govei-nor,
and who finally became Governor of the Colony. Her ouroose is
to bare his duolicity to her countrymen and inflame to a greater
degree the resentment ^f those 'ho already knew of his double
dealing. He oretended he was horrified beca.use Great Britain
was trying to tax America and handed abo t oatriotic letters to
be read which he claimed he was going to send to England, but
which he never sent. The immediate insoiration for the satire^
I.~Raloh Harlow
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was the arrival in America cf a very different packet cf letters
frcm England written by -utchinscn the Governor and Andrew Oliver
the Lieutenant Governor tc James "hately and ethers in England.
Benjamin Pranklin had received the letters frcm the ht nds cf a
member cf Parliament and hc-d sent them to America. The letters
urged the British government 'to declare martial law in the
colonies, tc mt ke the judges absolutely dependent upon the Crcwn,
tc suppress the charter cf Rhode Island, and in many other ways
tc nullify the rights cf citizens."
Mrs. Warren discloses all this, but tc the intense
satisfaction cf her rm ders , she makes the character Hutchinscn
admit his treacheries himself. The play had the result cf
fomenting hatred ag* inst this fellow-countryman who had betrayed
them. 1
In a very few histories cf the drama, there is mentioned
"The Retreat'* by iire. Warren, but the enly ccm.'.ent made upon it
is that it was a satire like 'The Adulateur'*
.
Diligent search
fails tc disclose mere. I dan merely mention it here, net
knowing whether cr not it was a Problem Play.
Her next Sc tire, "The Group", appeared in 1775 .prebf bly
in January. This had t. very wide publication and was mere bitter,
the Sc tire more piercing than the first.
Liuch had happened between the public? ticn cf these twe
satires. In answer tc the challenge cf the 3cstcn Tea Party, the
English Parliament, in June 1774, had tactlessly passed seme
measures which infuriated even hitherto peaceful conservatives
2
and put the." on the defensive.
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The Boston Port Aot, designed to starve Massachusetts
into submission was the first of these measures. Then came the
abrogation of the charter of Massachusetts. Henceforth the
Council was to be aooointed y the King, and all town meetings
exceot the annual one for the election of officials were for-
bidden without the oermission of the Governor. General Thomas
Gage was to succeed Hutchinson a s Governor of Massachusetts.
Now there were real grievances. Hutchinson, in refusing
to allow the tea shins to go back unloaded, and Parliament, by
oassing these t act less measure'i, had clayed right into the well-
made clans of Samuel Adams and his radicals. Almost overnight
the frank objectors to such English rule were in the majority.
It can easily be imagined how hotly the colonists re-
sented the abrogation of their charter alone. Their most
cherished oossession, the very memory of a former at tern t of
Charles II to a rogate it, and his failure because of their re-
sistance had become a cherished tradition and an insoiration to
them. 1
Mrs. Warren's clay was an indictment of those colonists
who had accented appointsent fi to the new Council. Caoa.ble men,
all of them, - they had been looked uoon as men who should lead
the colonial cause. In their new oositions of course they were
regarded by the rest of the colonists as traitors. Nothing which
night serve to ridicule these oeoole and turn oublic resentment
against them was orr.it ted.
^al-h. Hario-7— Growth of the TTr.ited states— Pv>. 173-175.
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Never was there a mere frankly partisan piece cf work.
Cf all her work this was the meet earnest and widest reaching in
influence. As in "The ..dulateur", the peblic enemies condemned
themselves by their cwn admissions and announced their perfidious
designs frankly. "Her Arrows stuck. Hutchinson, figured as
Rapatic, wee thenceforth net to be known otherwise to the inner
circles cf patriotism, and Samuel Adam3 commonplace statement,
'Rap-tic is new gene to jliddlebcro tc consult his brother Hazelrcdl 1
is after the speech cf the time."
By the time it appeared, Hutchinson had fled tc Lngland,
but he ctill lives in the satire by the remarks cf his former
associe tes
.
The Title Prge reads: The Group, a Farce; As lately Acted,
and tc be Re-acted, tc the T.'cnder cf all superior Intelligences;
High Head Quarters, at Ambcyne. (1775)
The Dramatis Perscnae with its key supplied by Jchn Adams
mere then suggests the tcme cf the play:
Lcrd Chief Justice Hazelrc<?—Fester Hutchinscn
Judge lleagre
Brigadier Hateall
Hum Humbug, Esquire
Sir Sparrcw Spendall
Hectcr xOishrccm , --Ccl
.
Bee.u Trumps
Dick, the Publican
Simple Sapling, Esquire
Peter Oliver
Timethy Ruggles
Jchn Lrving, Jr.
William Papr)ere}.l
Ccl. (Jchn) Murray
Daniel Leonard
Richard Lechmere
Nathaniel Ray Thomas
1. Alice Brown — "i^ercy 'Varren' 1 p. 169
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Monsieur de Francois James Bcutineau
Crusty Crowbar, Lsquire Jcsiah Edscn
Dupe,— Secretary of States Thomas Flticker
Scriblerius Fribble Herri sen Gray
Commodore 3cteeu Joshua Lcring
Cc.llr teiaiis ,— a ne-.-made Judge "/ill ion 3rome
Sylla General Gage
Attended by e swarn of court syecphmts, hungry hrrpies,
and unprincipled danglers, collected from the neighboring
villages, hovering ever the strge in the shJ pe of locusts, led
by liassachusettensis in the fera of a basilisk; the rear brcught
up by Proteus, bearing a torch in one hand, and a powder-flask
in the ether. The whele supported by: a mighty ermy and navy,
from 31uncerland, for the laudable purpose of enslaving its best
friends.
lirs. TTarren states her purpose in her Prologue:
What I arm'd for virtue, and not point the pen,
Brand the bold frenfc of shameless guilty men,
Dash the proud gamester frcm his gilded car,
Bt-re the mean heart which lurks beneath a Star,
Shall I net strip the gilding off e kntve,
Unplt.c'd, unpensicn'd, nc man's heir, or sieve?
I will, or perish in the generous ctuse;
Hear this and tremble, ye who scape the laws;
Yes, while I live, nc rich cr ncble kneve,
Shall walk the world :n credit to his grave;
To virtue only, and her friends, a friend,
The world beside may murmur, cr commend.
Jrcee ::cee s--"Eepresentstive Plays by A merican Dramatists"
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I will quote some lines from the play to illustrate the kind
of satire used. Crusty, a conscious-stricken follower of
Raoatio, bemoans his fate:
Fnen first I listed in the deso'rate cause,
And blindly swore obedience to his will,
So wise, so just, so good I thought Raoatio,
That if salvation rested on his word
I'd oin my faith, and risk my hooes thereon.
Hazlerod:
And why not now?—What staggers thy Belief'.
Crusty
:
Himself—his perfidy aooears
—
It is too plain he has betray' d his country;
And we're the wretched tools by hira mark'd out
To seal its ruins—tear uo the ancient forms,
And every vestige treacherously destroy,
Nor leave a trait of freedom in the land,
Nor did I think hard fate wou'd Oall me up
From drudging o'er my acres,
Treading the glade, and sweating at the olough,
To dangle at the tables of the great;
At bowls and c-rds to soend my frozen years;
To sell my friends, my country, and my conscience;
Profane the sacred sabbaths of my God;
Scorn 'd by the very men who want my aid
To sorea.d distress o'er this devoted people.
This calls for contributions from the rogues disclosing
their own inner blackness as theyattemot to encourage the new-
comer, Crusty, by telling him how they silenced their consciences
forever
.
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•Trs. Warren was one of the teachers of the time; she re-
iterated, she insisted and warned. Like John Adams in his quest
for gunoowder, she was determined to think of nothing but liberty,
and to reoeat that splendid cry, till the echo at least came back
from other mouths."^-
. The clay enjoyed a wide circulation and added fuel to the
already flaming resentment of the oooulace.
The Blockade o: 3oston
On January 9, 177 3 there was oerformed at Faneuil Hall
"The 31ockade of 3oston" a iarce written by General Burgoyne
"with the view of inspiring his men with deeo contemot for the
enemy. The Transcript, dated January 31, 1"; ">0, says "it wg.s
written to raise the courage of his troops in the beleaeured
town." During this oerformance, ivrior to the evacuation of the
city, a very curious scene occurred. In one of its merriest
scenes, a sergeant without his hat, and in the wildest confusion,
suddenly rushed on the ste.ge, and shouted in a :oice of thunder,
'•the rebels—the rebels—they're attacking the Neck J ^ which the
audience supposing to be a oart of the niece, arrlauded very
louc'.ly, being struck with the soldier's highly natural acting.
A few minutes afterwards, the beating of drums served to break
the illusion, and the scamoering off of the actors, out an end
to the clay." 2
This must have b^en a rude ending to a play written to expose
the imoossibilities of the American a txemots to hold the British
at bay. The ?uroose was comforting but not oractical . This
1. Alice "^rown -I'ercy 'war r en—Page 190
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quotation shows hew closely the drama and public events were related.
The Blockheads or the Affrighted Oxficers
According to seme authorities as seen ^s this incident came
tc "he ears of I£ercy Tferren, she sharpened her ^en and informed
her readers of it imnediFtely. Again she disclosed 3ritish and
Tory motives while she describes the confusion of the British
after their unsuccessful attempt tc capture the fortifications
on Dorchester Heights which TJ-shingtcn had seized. The |>iece
reflects all the bitter spirit cf the time.
The Fall of British Tyranny cr American Liberty Triumphant
One cf the longest and nest interesting plays cf the era
was ''The Fall cf British Tyranny" by John Leaccck (1776).
Practically nothing is known cf the author, but certt inly his
is cne of the moat elaborate ci early American drf.mas.
Professor ..loses Ccit Tyler in his "Literary History of the
American Revolution'' says that internal evidence proves the play
wee finished befcre the news had reached Philadelphia of the
evacuation cf 3cstcn, ^iarch 17, 1776.
The Preface announces the tone cf the play: "Solomon said,
'Oppression makes a wise man mad:'x but what would he have said,
had he lived in these days, and seen the oppression cf the pecple
cf Boston, and the distressed situat'en cf the inhabitants cf
Charlestcwn, Falmouth, Stcningtcn, Bristcl, ITcrfclk, etc.?
Would he net have said, 'The tongue cf the sucking child cleeveth
tc the reef cf his mouth fcr thirst; the ycv.ng children ask for
bread, but nc man breateth it untc them'? 'They that did feed
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delicately, o 3rish in the streets; they that were brought up in
scarlet, embrace the dung. 1 What would he have said of rejected
oetitions, disregarded supplications, and contemned remonstrances?
Would he not have said, 'From hardness of heart, good Lord, deliver
us?' What would he have said of a freeborn oeoole butchered—their
towns desolated, and become an heap of ashes—their inhabitants
become beggars, wanderers and vagabonds—by the cr el orders of an
unrelenting tyrant, wallowing in luxury, and wantonly wa.sting the
oeo-.le's wealth, to oppress them the more? Would he not have said,
it wa s oooression and ingratitude in the highest degree, exceeding
the oporession of the children of Israel and, like ;"oses, have
cri^d out, let the oeoole go? Would he not ha r e wondered at our
oatience and long-suffering, and have said, 1 •Tie time to change
our master!— 'Tis time to cart!'—And had he been an American
born, would he not have shewed his wisdom by adopting the language
of independency? Haooy t en for America in these fluctuating
times, she is not without her Solomons, who see the necessity of
heark'ning to reason, and listening to + he voice of CO VON S VMSE."
The Goddess of Liberty attempts to inspire the Patriots in
the following terms:
"Hail! Patriots, hail! by me inspired be!
Speak boldly, think and act for Liberty,
United sons, America's choice band,
Ye Patriots firm, ye sqv'ours of the land.
Hail! Patriots, hail! rise with the rising sun,
Nor quit your labour, till the work is done.
Ye early risers in pur country's cause,
Shine forth at noon, for Liberty and Laws.
(
Build a stronc tow'r, whose fabric may endure
Firm as a rock, from tyranny sec ; re.
Yet would you "build ray fabric to endure,
Be your hearts warm—but let your hands be oure .
Never to shine, yourselves, your country sell;
But think you nobly, while in olace act well.
Let no self-server general trust betray,
No picque, no oarty, bar the oublic way.
Front an arra'd world, with union on your side:
No foe shall shake you— if no friends divide.
At night renose, and sweetly take your rest;
None sleeps so sound as those by conscience olest;
May rartyr'd oatriots whisoer in your ear,
To tread the oaths of virtue without fear;
Ray oleasing visions charm your oatriot eyes;
While Freedom's sons shall hail you blest and wise,
Hail! my la^t hooe, she ^ries, inspired by me,
Wish, talk, write, fight, and die--for LIBERTY."
The Battle of 3un>er's Hj.ll
Another olay which created a sensation in its time w Q s
"The 3pttle of Bunker's Hill" by Hush Henry Brackenr ids;e
.
This wa- a serious olay and was intended to further the American
cause by insoiring in Americans great oride and confidence in the
courage and ability of their own trooos. The Dramatis Persohae
contains the following names -
Warren
Putnam American Officers
Gardner
cc
Gage
Howe
3urgoyne British Officers
Clinton
Lord Pigot
Sfterwin, Aide-de-camp to General Howe
Certainly the three Americans portrayed, were representative
of the highest tyoe of A erican courage. The Prologue strikes the
keynote of the play:
—
This mighty Era big with di ead alarms,
Aloud calls each American to arms.
Let ev'ry 3reast with martial ardour glow,
Nor dread to meet the oroud usuroing foe.
What tho 1 our bodies feel an earthly chain,
Still the free soul, unblemish'd and serene
Enjoys a mental Libertv, - a charm,
Beyond the power of fate itself to harm.
Should vict'ry crown us in the doubtful strife-
Eternal honours mark the hero's life.
Should Wounds and slaughter be our haoless doom-
Unfading laurels deck the Martyr's Tomb:
A sure reward awaits his soul on "nigh,
On earth his memory shall never die,
For when we read the fatal story o'er,
One tear shall drop for him who is - no more,
Who nobly struggled to supoort our laws,
And bravely fell in freedom's sacred cause.
Let virtue fire us to the martial deed:
We fight to cinouer and we dare to bleed:
Witness ye fathers! whose protracted time,
Fruitful of story, chroRicies the clime.
These howling deserts, hospitably tame,
Erst snatch 1 d you martyrs, from the hungry flame;
' Twas Hea/'n's own cause, beneath whose shelf ring
oower
,
Ye grew the wonder of this present hour -
The task - be ours with unremitted toil,
To guard the rights of this dear-ourchas • d soil,
From P.oyal olund'rers, greedy of our spoil,
Who come resolv'd to murder and enslave,
To shackle Freemen -and to rob the brave,
The loud mouth 'd cannon threaten from afar,
Be this our comfort in the storm of war -
Who fights, to take our liberty away,
Dead-hearted fights, and falls an easy prey.
Then, on my brethren to the embattl'd plain,
Who shrinks with fear, anticipates a chr.in .^
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" ine Beath of General Montgomery at the Siege of Quebec " by
the same author, 1777, was also written as encouragement in a
dark time. He stated in his introduction that he believed the
publication of the drama" at that particular time would be more
helnful to the colonial cau^e than hereafter when the foe is en-
tirelyrepulsed and the danger over". This time he chose to describ
defeats instead of victories b eca.use tv ey revealed to a greater
extern, b.ae nobility of character of the American leaders and
f orces
.
Following these there appeared a dramatic argument by
Thomas Paine, "A Dialogue," published in Philadelphia in 17S3, in
which independence is argued for and against. General Montgomery,
a ghost from the Slysian Fields, argues with an American Delegate
for complete independence of Great Britain. Of course, the ar-
guments of the moderate Whigs are wiped out one by one till the
American Delegate is converted to Montgomery's views. It was to
be hoped that all readers and hearers who shared the Delegate's
views would imitate his c^nver si on.
One of the last of these intensely partisan patriot oieces
was "Tne Motley Assembly," published in Boston in 1779 and
attributed to Mrs. Mercy Warren. However, many deny that Mrs.
Warren would ever use language quite so strong. The play is
evidently written by one who felt that real love of country needed
no apology and wished to encouras-e others like him to admit to
the world their own patriotism. The shafts in the Play are aimed
at an affected social element in Boston that considered an undis-
guised support of the Revolution a proof of backwoods culture and
a certain bar to social standing.
c
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All this time the Tories were not idle and sallied forth into
dramatic battle to defend their own views and to orove erroneous
the views held by the Patriots. One of the earliest of these was
an anonymous work, "A Dialogue between a Southern Delegate and his
Spouse on his return from the Grand Continental Congress". While
the oiece is a comedy it is full of warnings and advice to the
Patriots. "Take care, lest in their zeal they inaugurate
political machinery which will be more tyrannous than the rule of
George III. The play ends with the ad/ise - "Hake your Peace;-
Fear the King:- The Parliament fear."
One of the best written Tory tracts is "The Americans
Roused in a Cure for the Spleen" published in 1775 in New England.
Wil iam Dunlao says it w s s the purpose of this play "by its
humour and satire to attract readers and gain proselytes to the
cause of royalty or Toryism". * Jonathan 3ewa.ll, of Massachusetts,
a Harvard graduate and Attorney General of the colony from 1757
to 1775 when he left for England, is given the credit for this
piece
.
The title oage reads "Being the substance of a conversa-
tion on the Times, over a friendly tankard and a pipe, between
Sharp, a country Parson; Bumper, a country Justice; Fillpot, an
inn-keeper; Graveairs, a Deacon; Trim, a Barber; Brim, a Quaker;
Puff, a late Representative. Ta^en in shorthand by Roger de
Cover ly." The American patriots are Mr. Puff and Deacon Graveairs,
the most stupid of characters, who set forth idiotic notions of
liberty. The Tory view is presented by the Quaker, the Justice,
T~. William Dunlao—A History o -" The American Theater—Page 47
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and the Parson, all well balanced, highly intelligent characters
who argue Britain's cause so effect ivly that they convert all
the other characters to their views. "The Deacon fears that he and
his friends have been wronged. The Representative begins to see
things in a different light. The Landlord is glad he had nothing
to do with these matters - and the Quaker sums up or tags the oiece
with 'Treason is an p dious crime in the sight of God and men; may
we none of us listen to the suggestions of Satan; but may the
candle of the Lord within lighten our oaths; and may the Spirit
lead us in the way of truth, and ©reserve us from all sedition,
orivy conspiracy, and rebellion.'"-^
The Battle of Brooklyn
A Tory view of Washington and other Continental leaders
highly unflattering - is set forth in "The Battle of Brooklyn -
a Farce of Two Acts as it wa s performed at Long Island, on Tuesday,
the 27th of August, 1773 By the Representatives 01 xne fyrantfl of
America Assembled at Philadelphia. In this a vileness of slander
against Washington aooears which is absent in any other dramas of
either side." The conduct of the American generals and the oatriot
army during this battle is ridiculed and flayed.
Prominent historians say the American ©eoole were divided
into three grouos during the Revolution, --extreme Loyalists,
extreme Radicals, and Neutrals. We have neard the viewpoint of
the first two exoressed in diama. The third also had a hearing.
A olea for a moderate, sane view of the Indeoendence Problem is
made by Col. "unford in "The Patriots", another Revolutionary
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Satire. He was a colonel in the oatriot army and was active
throughout the war, but he was evidently oacifistic and sane in
his views. In his clay "the American soldiers are braggarts and
cowards. The Whig Committee is composed of men ignorant and
intolerant, and suspicious in a mean way of those who differ with
them. Two characters who are moderate in their views and deprecate
war" have the sympathy of the author. He shows how unfair it is
that men like these should suffer suspicion as had evidently been
the case at this time of distorted views.
Toward the close of the Revolution, a confusion of ideas
Prevailed to add to the already full list of troubles of the
colonists. Due to the aid of France, the American Revolution had
been successful. Now had come the time to negotiate peace treaties.
In 17R2 Congress appointed a commission of five men to discuss
treaty terms with France. John Jay, one of the number, becoming
susoicious of French intentions, did a little detective work which
changed his suspicions to convictions. He was convinced that France
wanted to deprive the United States of the fisheries, the West, and
all rights to the Mississippi so she could hand these over to Spain
for diplomatic concessions. Jay communicated his knowledge to his
a -sociates and thanks to his alertness and their cooperation, some
of the French designs were thwarted.! Of course, during this time,
news of the negotiations had begun to sift through the colonies
in various distorted forms, one of which found dramatic expression
in "The Blockheads, or Fortunate Contractor". (1782) In a scene
in Congress which occurs- in the play, the President of Congress
says that France is greedilv watching Maryland and Virginia and
~- Ralph Harlow—Growth of the United States
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intends to make them her own. The Americans must choose oetween
England and France. With whom shall they cast their lot? They
finally decide in favor of England. The tone of the play suggests
that it WpS written by a Tory. Quinn says "it may be simply a bit
of Tory propaganda which had its origin in England. 11
3efore the Revolution.Radicals had oainted ootimistic pictures
of a United States freed from British dominion. But this, like all
wars, in its progress had caused a political, social and economic
disintegration. Discouraging frontier conditions, and a far-
reaching commercial and economic collapse were a few of the
problems of their critical period of reconstruction. The country
seemed to be drifting towa.rd irrevocable ruin. As is usually the
case, when economic depression prevails, intense unrest was evident
and the oeoole began to blame the government. The rabble and
demagogues ruled. Shay's Rebellion against law and authority in
Massachusetts suggested what might occur if these uprisings became
general. State governments might be completely overthrown and
anarchy prevail. 1 Even Washington feared that "mankind, when left
to themselves, are unfit for their own government . "2
Something had to be done to save the United States from chaos.
So it happened that those who were most seriously affected by the
dangers in the critical oeriod, the merchants and larger property
owners, men with mone r to lose, began seriously to contemplate the
revision of the Articles of Confederation, with a view to safe-
guarding, not only their own interests, but the public interests,
which depended upon a continuance of peace and good order.
In !'ay 1737, representatives from twelve states met in
15:2 . Ralph ^arlow—growth of the United jS"tates—Pp. 22!: 5-23
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Philadelphia to attempt to amend the Articles of Confederation.
By September they had gone beyond that ooint and had created a
genuine central government which they hoped would solve many of
their problems. The result of their labors was the Constitution,
"a system of government which has stood the greatest of all tests,
those of time and of results. nl
"The publication of this document plunged the whole country
into a lively discussion of the relative merits of the Confederation
versus the Federal union. Voters soon divided into two groups,
the Federalists and Ant ifederalists ; and their campaigns for and
against ratification stand out among the dramatic e isodes of
American history. "^
Many Americans felt that the last thing in the world they
wanted wqs 3 strong central government. The purpose of the Revo-
lution was to throw off England's government. Why deliberately
set uo one of their own? State sovereignty was all they a sked.
"During the flood of oooular discussion the states called
soecial conventions to decide for or against ratification. Soth
oarties c oncentrated their efforts on these gatherings and nothing
but the superior ability and oolitical skill of the Federalists
enabled them to win. The voters of the time were hard to convince. "^
"The Politician Out-witted" by Samuel Low (1799) is a play-
in favor of the Federal union in which the arguments of the Fed-
eralists are set forth clearly, while the weaknesses of the Anti-
federalist arguments are ridiculed. Mr. Loveyet represents the
Ant ifederalists -'hile Mr . Trueman represents the Federalists.
T. Hal oh V
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A few quotations will serve to illustrate the author's
treatment
:
TRUEMAN. Oh, the ignorance of the age! To oppose a plan
of government like the new Constitution. Like it, did I say?
—There never was one like it:—neither IZinos, Solon, Lycurgus
nor Romulus, ever fabricated so wise a system;—why it is a
political phenomenon, a orodigy of legislative wisdom, the fame
of which will soon e xtend almost ultramundane, and astonish the
nations of the world with its transcendent excellence.—To what
a sublime height will the superb edifice attainl
LOVETET . Your a soiring e dif ice shall never be erected in
this State, sir.
TBUJCMAN. Mr. Loveyet, you will not listen to reason: only
attend calmly one moment
—
(Reads.)— "We the people of the United
States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquility, orovide=-"
LOVEYET. I tell you I won't hear it.
TRtJEMAI. Mark all that. (Reads again.) "Section the first.
--All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a
Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Seaate
and House of Representatives." Very judicious and salutary,
upon my erudition.— "Section the Second "
LOVETBT. I'll hear no more of your sections.
TRU1MA! . "Section the second.—The House of Representa-
tives "
LO"EYET. They never shall represent me, I promise them.
TRUEMAN. Why, you won't hear me out.
r
LOVEYET. I have heard enough to set me against it.
TR"E: TAN. You have not heard a quantum sufficit to render you
competent to give a decisive opinion; besides, you hear with
passion and prejudice.
LOVEYET. I don't care for that; I say it is a devilish design
upon our liberty and orooerty; by my body, it is;— it would reduce
us to poverty and slavery. In short, sir, the old Constitution is
good enoush for me.
TBDXUUT. The old Constitution!—ha, ha, ha, ha. Superlatively
ludicrous and facetious, uoon my erudition; and highly nroductive
of risibility—ha, ha, ha. The old Constitution I A /ery shadow of
a government—a t>erfect caput mortuum;—why, one of my schoolboys
would make a better: 'tis grown as superannuated, embecilitated,
valetudinar ianat ed, invalidated, enervated and dislocated as an
old man of sixty odd.
LC'EYET. I know what you want:—a consolidation and annihi-
lation of the States.
TRTTEVA?J. How can the States be consolidated and annihilated
too? If they are consolidated or compounded into one national
mass, surely the individual States cannot be annihilated, for, if
they were annihilated, wher a would be the States to compose a
consolidation"?—Did you ever study Logic, sir?
LCT'EYET. No, but I've studied c oramon sense tho' , and that
tells me I am right, and consequently you are wrong; there, that's
as good logic as yours.
Then there is a representative of that class which never
quite understands any oroblem, national or local,—whose votes ars
controlled by anyone who takes the trouble to solicit them.
(
HUMPHRY. Pray now, master barber, what does Constitution
mean? I hears so many oeople a quarrelling about it,— I wish I
cou'd set somebody to give me the exclamation of it; here it is
among the news too. It's STDelt C,0,N,con—S,T,I,sti—consti
—T,U,ru—const itu—T , I, ti—Const ituti—0,N, on—Con-st i-tu-t i-on
,
—but your city folks calls it Constitushon; they've got such a
queer oronouncication
.
TOUPEE. Vat you ol^ase, sare?
HUMPHRY. Yes, it pleases me well enough; I only want to know
what it magnifies. Didn't old ?.!r. that ' s-his-name sa' , how they
wanted for to make slaves of us?
Again Loveyet and Trueman argue their views:
TP/'EVAN. The Constitution you hear sh much noise about, is
a new government, which some great and good men have lately contrived,
and now recommend for the welfare and hapoiness of the American nation
LOVEYET. Oh, the traitor!
TR "E?!AN. HaDp-r would it be for America, if her government w??s
ore coercive and energetic!— I suppose you have heard that Ilessa-
chuset-'-s has ratified this uostart Constitution;— this is the sixth
grand column in the federal edifice; we only want three nore to
make up the lucky nine; and then the nine Muses will make our
western world their oermanent abode; and he who is at once their
Favourite and Patron, will oreside over the whole: thenvse shall
see another Golden Age; arts will then flourish, and literature
be orooerly encouraged. That's the errand disideratum of my wishes.
LOVEYET. A fig for your Latin£ and your literature!—That's
the way your unconstitutional Constitutionalists take the advantage
of of our weak side, and
—
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TRUEMAU . And the said weak side being easily discovered, as
you have but one side,
—
go on, sir.
LOVETET . And cram their unconstitutional bolus down our
throats, with Latin;
—
you and your vile junto of oerfidious ooli-
tic ians want s$ Latin us out of our liberties.
An argument for the other side of the issue is "The Patriot
Chief" by Peter I^arkoe. Although the scene is laid in "Sardis,
the caoital of Lydia, " and the clot concerns a rebellion against
the rule of a fictitious King Dorris, Markoe states that his
rmroose in writing the olay was to call attention to the dangers
of an aristocracy, which, in his judgment, "forms the most odious
and o ^ressi^e of all modes of government."
Our next olay deals with a oroblem that had haras-ed many
Americans 'or some time and w^ s to b e a source of trouble for
some time to come-^&f f ectation of "English manners and customs.
This does not sound like a serious problem till we begin to orobe
a little beneath the surface. Let us consider a modern illustra-
tion. The "Inhabitants of the southern oart of Ireland have
fought for indeoendence of England for many years. Though they
now oossess this freedom, their country at the oresent time is in
a deplorable condition; uncertainty and dissatisfaction prevail
because of lack of employment and lack of orosoerity. The oanacea
suggested by many is, "Let Ireland develop her home industries."
In post-Revolutionary d ays, much the same conditions ore-
vailed. A develooment of home industries wa.s highly important
during these critical years, but successful home oroduction was
dependent uoon home oa.tronage. It may easily be imagined how
\
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difficult such an undertaking was when "everybody that was any-
body" affected English manners, customs, clothing, etc. Certainly
we need go no further than our drama to Drove this statement. To
just want extent American manufacturing was retarded by this
affectation might be interesting research.
It may seem to be a far cry from the above explanation and
"The Contrast" by Royall Tyler, but the orologue reassures us.
PROLOGUE
Written by a young gentleman of New York, and spoken by Mr. Wignell.
Exult, each patriot heart! this night is shewn
A oiece, which we may fairly call our own;
Where the -^roud titles of, "My Lord! Your Grace!"
To humble !Jr. and plain Sir give place.
Our Author Pictures not from foreign climes
The fashions or the follies of the times;
But has confined the subject of his work
To the gay scenes— the circles of New York
On native themes his L?use displays her oow'rs;
If ours the faults, the virtues too are ours.
Why should our thoughts to distant countries roam,
When each refinement may be found at home?
Who travels now to ane the rich or yreat,
To deck an equi-oaece and roll in state;
^ To court the graces, or to dance with ease
Or by hypocrisy to strive to olease?
Our free-born ancestors such arts desois'd;
Genuine sincerity alone they oriz'd;

Their minds, with honest emulation fir'd,
To solid good—not ornament—asoir'd;
Or, if ambition rous'd a bolder flame,
Stern virtue throve, where indolence was shame.
*****
But modern youths, with imitative sense,
Deem taste in dress the oroof of excellence,
And sourn the meanness of your homespun arts,
Since humesoun habits would obscure their narts;
Whilst all, which aims at solendour and parade,
Must come from Eurooe, and be ready made .
Strange! we should thus our native worth disclaim,
And check the oros:ress of our rising fame.
Yet one, whilst imitation bears the sw a y
Asoires to nobler heights, and points the way.
Be rous'd my friends! his bold examole view;
Let your own Bards be oroud to copy you!
Should rigid critics re rebate our play,
At least the oatriotic heart will say,
"Crlorio-js our fall, since in a noble cause.
"The bold attempt alone demands applause. 11
Still may ohe wisdom of the Comic Muse
Exalt your merits, or your faults accuse,
3ut think not, 'tis her aim to be severe ;-
We all are mortals, and as morta.ls err.
If candour oleases, we are truly blest;
Vice trembles, when comrell'd to stand confess' d.
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Let not light Censure on your faults offend,
Which aims not to exoose them, but amend.
Thus does our Author to your Candour trust;
Conscious, the free are generous, as just.
Throughout the play, English manners and customs are con-
trasted with those of Americans to the great disadvantage of the
English. The end of the ola - ' finds all those Americans who had
followed in the footsteos of the English true-blue Americans,
proud of their sturdy native stock and heartily ashamed of their
former weaknesses.
Before the curtain falls, the hero says,
"And I have learned the probity, virtue, honour, though they
should not have received the oolish of Eurooe, will secure to an
honest American the good graces of his fair countrywomen, and, I
hope, the applamse of The Public."
That the play was not written in vain might be inferred from
the following statement by Quinn:
—
"'The Contrast' has no small influence both as a orinted book
and as a play .
"
Diligent research has failed to bring to mv attention any
other American Problem Plays oublished or oroduced during the
eighteenth century. In face, few American olays of any kind were
oroduced. The practice of adaoting foreign olays for American use
sweot in^o favor, crowding home-made sentiments from the stage.
This state of affairs w 9 s to endure for nearly half a century.
William Dunlap, one of the most orominent figures in
American dramatic history at this period, was the chief adaotor
.

Through his efforts the olays of Kotzeoue, Lessing and Schiller
reached our theaters and exerted a oowerful influence uoon
American drama. Some of these olays, "The Stranger", "False
Sha;::e", "The Force of Calumny", and others were Problem Plays,
but can hardly de treated in a work devoted to American drama
alone
.
7 . SUMMARY
A. Groups of Plays
It must he obvious that the Problem Plays here treated
naturally crystallize into grouos. Those which attempted to
exalt some social principle or deprecate some social evil are:
"The Motley Assembly"
"The Contrast"
While those olays which tried to direct public thinking
to the correct solution of oolitical oroblems may be chrono-
logically arranged in the following manner:
"Androboros
"
"The Adulateur"
"The Grouo"
"The 31ockade of Boston"
"The Blockheads of the Affrighted Officers"
"The Fall of British Tyranny"
"The Battle of Bunker's Hill"
"The Death of General Warren"
"A Dialogue"
"A Dialogue between a Southern Delegate and
his Spouse"

"The Americans Roused in a Cure for the Soleen"
"The Battle of Brooklyn"
"The Blockheads or the Fortunate Contractor"
"The Patriots"
"The Politician Out-7/itted"
"Ponteach" and "The Paxton Boys" treat economic oroblems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The idea that there were no Problem Plays till the late
nineteenth century seems to be a common one. It is true that a
new type of Problem Play came into existence during the latter
"oart of the nineteenth century, due to the innovation of realism.
The effect of realism can be traced in every form of drama, but
it revolutionized the Problem Play. However, that does not
alter the feet that "The Book of Job" and "The Life of :ian" by
Andreyev are sisters under the skin; that "Tartuffe" by Holiere,
"The Contrast" by Tyler, and "Major Barbara" by Shaw belong to the
same family; while certainly "Uncle Tom's Caoin" is not inferior
to "Justice" either in ournose or result.
The modern Problem Play seems to us to be a more direct
weanon than those of other, generations, but we must not forget
that "there has never been another time in history when the
American Theater has been patronized by sc nany persons who
possess judgment, knowledge ?nd taste." The type of audience
always has had and oerh^rps always will have a definite effect upon
the kind of ola/ys produced.
*
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If it be suggested that more satirical Problem Plays than
serious Problem Plays were written in the eighteenth century
the answer is palpable. Whenever public feeling becomes tense
over any mooted question, and serious argument end even personal
threat hovers over men wherever they assemble, it is often folly
to aggravate their passions by the depiction in a public clay
house of kindred arguments. The writers of the several periods
recognized this and found that they could often better accomplish
their purposes by resorting to the ridiculous. That history
repeats itself in drama too, is proven by the oroduction of only
s-.tires as vet of the prohibition problem.
I hooe th-.t I have established the importance of the Proolem
Play as a r>urveyor of thought or principle. No force which can
improve the English prison svstem( "Justice" ) , reform French
society, ("Les Precieuses Ridicules"), relieve the American
Indian ( "Ponteach" ) , unite the American colonies, or abolish
human slavery needs further exaltation.
The whole history of the Problem Play is an endeavor to
orotect the unfortunate, to instruct the ignorant, to aid the
oppressed, to establish justice, to stimulate the morals, and to
inspire the good, and the time may not be far distant when the
bitter controversy over Prohibition will find its solution in a
Problem Play,
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